AGENDA
ECONOMIC BOARD OF THE SUGAR MARKET OBSERVATORY
Brussels, rue de la Loi 130
Building L130 - Meeting room L-130 11/B
Tuesday 03/07/2018, from 09:30 to 13:00

1 Welcome

2 Market situation and short term evolutions
   2.1 Presentation by ASSUC:
       *World market and trade flows*
   2.2 Presentation by AGRI G4-C2:
       *Market situation and short term outlook*
       Open debate

3 Price transparency and transmission
   3.1 Presentation by EUROSTAT on the "Food Price Monitoring Tool":
       *Price indices across the sugar supply chain in the EU: opportunities and challenges*
   3.2 Presentation by FranceAgriMer on the French "Observatory of prices' and margins' formation for agri-food products":
       *The French data gathering system on sugar*
       Open debate

4 Info point
   Presentation on regional prices by AGRI G4:
       *The final output with aggregation of Member States in 3 regions*

5 Info point
   Presentation on "Market Transparency Initiative" by AGRI G1

6 AOB

7 Closure and concluding remarks